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Summary
Main Entry:

Red Ozier Press

Title:

Records, 1971-1986

Size:

10 cartons, 2 boxes (10.3 linear feet)

Source:

Purchase, 1987

Restrictions:

One folder, containing selected pieces of correspondence and medical
records removed from the Steve Miller Series and Publications Series, is
closed until 2025 and is stored in Box 12.

Historical
Statement:

Description:

The Red Ozier Press, a private press noted for its fine quality limited
editions of books, pamphlets and broadsides of unpublished poetry and
prose fiction by living authors, was founded by Steven Ken Miller (1950- )
in Madison, Wisconsin, in 1976. In 1979 Miller moved to New York City and
established his press there, taking on as co-proprietor Ken Botnick.
Subsequently, the Red Ozier Press became known as one of the foremost
fine presses in America, producing limited editions of works by notable
authors.
The bulk of the records (1971-1986) consists of correspondence and
collateral papers. There are also a few receipts, bills paid, zinc plates, and
miscellaneous and oversize documents. The correspondence is mainly that
of Steve Miller with authors and artists published by the press, and with
papermakers, printers, booksellers and others associated with the work of
private presses.
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Historical Note
The Red Ozier Press, a private press noted for its fine quality limited editions of books, pamphlets and
broadsides of unpublished poetry and prose fiction by living authors, was founded by Steven Ken Miller
(1950- ) in Madison, Wisconsin, in 1976. At the time Miller was studying the art of fine printing under Walter
Hamady (1940- ), a professor of fine arts at the University of Wisconsin. Hamady also owned the
Perishable Press, one of the leading American presses. Miller had graduated from the University of
Wisconsin where he had studied sociology and landscape architecture. A poet, he has published two
volumes of his poems, Wild Night Irises (1976) and Hurricane Lake (1979). In 1979 Miller moved to New
York City and established his press there, taking on as co-proprietor Ken Botnick. Subsequently, the Red
Ozier Press became known as one of the foremost fine presses in America, producing limited editions of
works by notable authors. Texts were handset and printed on a handpress on handmade paper. Included
among the many notable authors it has published are Robert Bly, Paul Bowles, William S. Burroughs, Guy
Davenport, Russell Edson, Clayton Eshleman, Charles Henri Ford, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, William Goyen,
Allen Ginsberg, Edouard Roditi, Ned Rorem, Isaac Bashevis Singer, and Diane Wakoski. Artists whose work
it has reproduced include Howard Buchwald, Fritz Eichenberg, Antonio Frasconi, Ellen Lanyon and Isamu
Noguchi. The press also published a limited edition and collaborated with Random House in the publication
of a trade edition of William Faulkner's Father Abraham taken from the original manuscript in the Arents
Collection of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library. The owners have lectured widely and
taught the techniques of fine printing at the Center for the Book Arts in New York City, the South Street
Seaport Museum, and the New School for Social Research. The term "red ozier" refers to a shrub or bush
found in the boggy areas around Lake Winnebago in central Wisconsin, the founder's home state.

Scope and Content Note
The bulk of the records (1971-1986) consists of correspondence and collateral papers. There are also a few
receipts, bills paid, zinc plates, and miscellaneous and oversize documents. The correspondence is mainly
that of Steve Miller with authors and artists published by the press, and with papermakers, printers,
booksellers and others associated with the work of private presses. The correspondence relates to the
technical details of editing, proofing, printing and publishing, but also contains matter of a personal and social
nature reflecting the warm and intimate relationship established between the press and its authors and artists.
Present is some personal and family correspondence of Steve Miller and typescripts of his poems. The
collateral papers include authors' typescripts of poems and prose fiction, galley proofs, page proofs, repro
proofs, engravers' proofs, broadsides, planning sheets, lay-out sheets, mock-ups, drawings, designs, printers'
notes and cost analyses. There are also photographs of authors, press personnel and associates and copies
of publications of other presses. Correspondents include Robert Bly, Paul Bowles, William Bronk, William S.
Burroughs, Guy Davenport, Russell Edson, Clayton Eshleman, Charles Henri Ford, Lawrence Ferlinghetti,
Allen Ginsberg, William Goyen, Walter Hamady, Edouard Roditi, Ned Rorem, Gabriel Rummonds, and Diane
Wakoski. There is a significant amount of material (filed in Box 3) pertaining to the collaborative production
with Random House of Faulkner's Father Abraham.
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Series Descriptions
I. Publications, 1976-1986
(Boxes 1-5, 8)

5.3 l.f.

Arranged alphabetically by author and title.
This series consists of records for publications bearing the Red Ozier Press imprint. Each publication has its
own folder or series of folders, with oversize items filed separately. Within a series of folders, items generally
maintain their original order and foldering, though bulky files have been subdivided as necessary; still the
internal "order" is largely random.
The records include incoming correspondence from authors; a small amount of outgoing correspondence,
primarily from Steve Miller; authors' typescripts; correspondence from papermakers, bookbinders, and artists
commissioned to illustrate Red Ozier Press publications; galley, corrected, page, repro, and engravers'
proofs; paste-ups; layout sheets; notes, paper and binding samples; press overrun sheets; prospectuses; and
some correspondence and invoices pertaining to book sales. Some original artwork is also included, though
most was evidently retained by the artists. For those Red Ozier Press books which were later republished in
trade editions, the files contain correspondence with the trade publishers and miscellaneous production
materials. Some files contain photographs of authors' visits to the Red Ozier Press establishment and various
receptions and publication parties. The zinc blocks used for printing the illustrations to Red Ozier Press books
have been placed in Series 5. Although a few copies of Red Ozier Press books, complete as published,
remain in the archive, almost all have been removed and cataloged for the Rare Book Division.
The documentation provided for each Red Ozier Press publication varies significantly but generally is quite
extensive. However, a few publications have no documentation whatever. Records are fullest for those
works which were reprinted in trade editions, were technically more complex to produce, required greater
financial resources, or involved greater collaborative efforts with author, artist, and binder. By far the largest
group of records is that for William Faulkner's Father Abraham, produced in cooperation with the New York
Public Library and later published in a trade edition by Random House.
Although the bulk of the records relates directly to the printing of each work, much of the correspondence is
more wide-ranging. For those authors who formed particularly strong and enduring friendships with Steve
Miller and Ken Botnick--e.g., Robert Bly, Guy Davenport, Clayton Eshleman, Charles Henri Ford, Edouard
Roditi, and Diane Wakoski--the correspondence reveals much about their lives and literary art. Likewise, the
records paint a particularly vivid and detailed portrait of Steve Miller, while Ken Botnick remains less well
defined. Also included here are ephemera and correspondence relating to numerous poetry readings
sponsored by the Red Ozier Press, as well as correspondence and some typescript manuscripts for
publication projects contemplated but never undertaken.
Miller and Botnick also supervised the printing of several other works undertaken as projects by their
letterpress printing students. Records for these publications, which do not bear the Red Ozier imprint, are
found in Series 4.
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II. Correspondence, 1976-1986
(Box 6) .
8 l.f.
Arranged alphabetically by correspondent.
The correspondence is almost exclusively incoming, though photocopies or computer printouts of some
outgoing correspondence are present. Included in this series is correspondence from booksellers and
standing order customers pertaining to the purchase and marketing of Red Ozier Press publications;
correspondence with authors whose work the Red Ozier Press declined to publish, along with the rejected
manuscripts; correspondence with artists, papermakers, and binders relating to their possible work for the
Press (almost all such correspondence pertaining to completed publications will be found in Series 1); and
correspondence relating to Steve Miller's and Ken Botnick's participation in various book arts activities. Of
particular note are letters from Walter Hamady (Miller's mentor at the University of Wisconsin), Gabriel
Rummonds (proprietor of the Plain Wrapper Press and Miller's predecessor as head of the Book Arts
Program at the University of Alabama), and grant applications (with much useful biographical information on
Miller) submitted to the Wisconsin Arts Board. Correspondence within each folder is unarranged.

III. Business Records, 1976-1984
(Box 6) .
4 l.f.
Arranged chronologically.
Included are invoices and payment vouchers for, and some correspondence relating to, Red Ozier Press
publications sold to standing order customers, libraries, and booksellers; and miscellaneous receipts for
expenses (supplies, postage, travel, etc.) incurred by the Red Ozier Press. Also included are some ledger
sheets from the Press's sales journal (1976-1984). The invoices and receipts are sorted by year but not
further arranged. Many additional invoices for Red Ozier Press publications, particularly for 1981-1985, will
be found in Series 1 and 2: folders for particular Red Ozier Press publications in Series 1 often include some
invoices for sales of copies of that publication; and many of the folders in Series 2 contain invoices and
correspondence concerning standing orders. Likewise, a few additional bills and receipts for expenses
incurred during the printing of various Red Ozier Press publications will be found in Series 1.
Unfortunately, no summary business records are included in the archive. Hence, researchers will find it very
difficult to reconstruct a list of standing order customers or an accurate picture of the Press's financial
condition.

IV. Printing Workshops, 1982-1986
(Box 7) .
3 l.f.
Arranged alphabetically by sponsoring institution.
This series consists of records of various letterpress printing workshops and classes taught by Steve Miller or
Ken Botnick for the Center for Book Arts, New School for Social Research, and South Street Seaport
Museum (all of New York City), and the University of Alabama's 1982 Book Arts Institute. The files include
some administrative correspondence and personal correspondence from students, copies of promotional
brochures, class lists, etc. The bulk of the material, however, consists of production records for the pamphlets
printed by each class: notes, proofs, layouts, paper and binding samples, typescript manuscripts, and
correspondence with authors. Since these publications do not bear the Red Ozier Press imprint, they have
been placed in a separate series rather than in Series 1. Much of the work for William Faulkner's Father
Abraham (1983) was also done by workshop students; but because it was published under the Red Ozier
imprint, records for this publication will be found in Series 1.
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V. Zinc Printing Plates, 1976-1986
(Boxes 9-11)

3 l.f.

The original blocks used for printing the illustrations for Red Ozier Press publications.

VI. Botnick, Ken, 1980-1982
(Box 7) .1 l.f.
Arranged by subject.
The correspondence consists primarily of letters addressed to Ken Botnick in his capacity as proprietor of the
Bedouin Press. Also included is a folder of correspondence, notes, proofs, and extra sheets for The delights
of the door: a poem by Francis Ponge translated by Robert Bly (New York: Bedouin Press, [1980]).

VII. Miller, Steve, 1971-1986
(Box 7) .4 l.f.
Arranged alphabetically by subject.
Miscellaneous personal papers of Steve Miller. Included are his address book; appointment book and wall
calendar listing engagements for 1981 and 1983 respectively; and miscellaneous photographs of family and
friends. The writings consist almost exclusively of typescripts of Miller's poems, ca. 1976-1979, written during
his years in Madison, WI. The correspondence, almost entirely incoming and not yet arranged, is primarily
from Miller's parents, siblings, and friends from his Wisconsin days. Correspondence pertaining to the Red
Ozier Press will be found in Series 1 and 2. One folder of restricted correspondence, closed until the year
2025, is filed in Box 12.
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Container List
I. Publications
Box
1

f.1
f.2
f.3-4
f.5
f.6
f.7
f.8-9
f.10-12

f.13-18

f.19

2

8
2

Artaud, Antonin
[untitled broadside, 1984]
Bly, Robert
In the month of May
Bly, Robert
Mirabai
Bly, Robert
The traveller who repeats his cry
Bly, Robert
Visiting Emily Dickinson's grave
Bly, Robert
The whole moisty night
Bowles, Paul, tr.
The path doubles back
Bronk, William
Careless love and its apostrophes
[and Box 8 f.1]
Burroughs, William S.
The streets of chance
[and Box 8 f.2-3]
Burroughs, William S., Jr.
Map from Hell

f.1

Cesaire, Aime
The woman and the knife
f.2
Cohen, Ira
[Poems. 1982]
f.4
Conjunctions
f.3-10
Davenport, Guy
The bicycle rider
[and Box 8 f.5]
f.11
Davenport, Guy
Goldfinch thistle star
[and Box 8 f.6]
f.12-13
Digby, Joan & John
A sound of feathers
f.14-15
Edson, Russell
The traffic [and] The wounded breakfast]
f.16-17
Edson, Russell
The wounded breakfast
f.18
Edson, Russell
[miscellaneous]
f.19
Eshleman, Clayton
Chanson [and] untitled broadside,1984
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Box
f.20
f.21
f.22-24
3

f.1-6

8

f.7
f.8-9
f.10
f.11
f.12-15
f.16
f.17-18
f.19
f.20-24
f.7-8

4

f.1-2
f.3
f.4-7
f.8-9

8

f.9

3

f.10-12
f.13
f.14
f.15-16
f.17-18

8

f.11

3

f.19
f.20
f.21
f.22
f.23

Eichenberg Fritz
[Christmas card, 1981]
Eshleman, Clayton
Our lady of the three-pronged devil
Eshleman, Clayton
Faulkner, William
Father Abraham
Manuscript
Typescript
Meriwether, James B.
Extra sheets, miscellaneous proofs
Galley proofs
Photographs
Proof copies
NYPL Conservators edition proofs
Random House trade edition
Oversize
Ferlinghetti, Lawrence
The sea & ourselves at Cape Ann
Fixel, Lawrence
MX 2 - Three political poems
Ford, Charles Henri
Om Krishna III: Secret haiku
Ginsberg,Allen
Careless love
Glass, Mark
Ancient song
Goyen, William
Precious door
Goyen, William
[miscellaneous]
Howard, Richard
Hellenistics
Kinnell, Galway
The last hiding places of snow
Martin, Connie
Something to come home to
[and Box 8 f.10]
Miller, Steve
The balloon people
Miller, Steve
A few words by Steve Miller ...
Miller, Steve
Hurricane Lake
Miller, Steve
Wild night irises
Musher, Andrea
At the Chinese exhibit
Paz, Octavio
9

The four poplars
Box
f.24
f.25
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f.1
f.2-5
f.6-8
f.9
f.10-13

f.14-18

f.19-20
f.21
f.22
f.23
f.24
f.25
f.26
f.27
f.28
f.29

Phillips, Robert
Eulogy for William Goyen
Quasimodo, Salvatore
The tall schooner
Roditi, Edouard
A Neo-Midrashic new year's greeting
Roditi, Edouard
New Old & New Testaments
Rodoreda, Merce
Two tales
Rodriguez, William
The shoeshine parlor poems
Rorem, Ned
Paul's blues
[and Box 8 f.12]
Singer, Isaac Bashevis
One day of happiness
[and Box 8 f.13]
Wakoski, Diane
George Washington's camp cups
Wakoski, Diane
Looking for Beethoven in Las Vegas
Wakoski, Diane
The managed world
Wakoski, Diane
Overnight projects with wood
Wakoski, Diane [and Galway Kinnell]
Two poems
Wakoski, Diane
[miscellaneous]
Wright, Charles
Five journals
Zawadiwsky, Christine
The aging ballerina
Printed ephemera, announcements, etc.
[and Box 8 f.14]
Unidentified proof sheets, art work, etc.
[and Box 8, f.15]
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II. Correspondence
Box
6

f.1
f.2
f.3
f.4
f.5
f.6
f.7
f.8
f.9
f.10
f.11
f.12
f.13
f.14
f.15
f.16
f.17
f.18
f.19
f.20
f.21-22
f.23
f.24
f.25
f.26
f.27
f.28
f.29
f.30
f.31
f.32
f.33
f.34
f.35
f.36
f.37
f.38
f.39
f.40
f.41
f.42
f.43
f.44
f.45

Miscellaneous
Anderson, Marta
Art Directors Club
Barrett, Timothy
Basilisk Press
Belanger, Terry
Bixler, Michael
Brentano's
Bromer Booksellers
Cummins, James, bookseller
Dieu Donne Press and Paper
Deighton, Bell & Co.
Dubroff, Susan
Edelstein, Mel
Egan, Michael
Ferris, Suzanne
Fine Printing Conference, Columbia University, 1982
Gentile, Vito A., Jr.
Gioia, Dana
Graves, Thomas
Hamady, Walter
Kleinzahler, August
Lanyon, Ellen
Martin, John
Metcalf, Paul
Michals, Duane
Morrow, Bradford
Moser, Barry
Nash, Terry [and Paul Wong]
Picano, Felice
Pierre-Georges, Elena
Private Press Books [annual bibliography]
Purdy, James
Rejected manuscripts
Rummonds, Gabriel
Saint, Assotto
State University of New York, Albany
Tuschen
Two Hands Bookstore
Ward, Patty
Weiss, Bernice
Wilkening, Ken
Wisconsin Arts Board
Yau, John
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III. Business Records
Box
6

f.46
f.47
f.48
f.49
f.50
f.51
f.52
f.53
f.54
f.55
f.56
f.57
f.58
f.59

Invoices, 1976
Invoices, 1977
Invoices, 1978
Invoices, 1979
Invoices, 1980
Invoices, 1982 (June)
Invoices (unsorted)
Receipts, 1976
Receipts, 1977
Receipts, 1978
Receipts, 1979
Receipts, 1980
Receipts, 1983
Sales journal, 1976-1984

IV. Printing Workshops
Box
7

f.1-2
f.3
f.4
f.5-6
f.7
f.8
f.9
f.10
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Book Arts Institute, University of Alabama, 1982
[Nail, Leslie. Resurrection ball.]
Center for Book Arts, Spring 1982
[Gioia, Dana. Two poems.]
Center for Book Arts, Fall 1982
[Luxorius. Poems.]
Center for Book Arts, Spring 1983
[Martin, Connie. Kooshka and his lover.]
New School for Social Research, 1984-86
[Millman, Lawrence. [two poetry chapbooks]]
New School for Social Research, 1984
[Beining, Guy. Stoma.]
South Street Seaport Museum, 1982
South Street Seaport Museum, 1984
[Kubicek, J.L. Poems and citations.]
Oversize

V. Zinc Printing Plates
9-11
9a
10a, 11a

Zinc printing plates [unsorted]
Zinc printing plates, identified by Yellow
Barn Press in 1992
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VI. Botnick, Ken
Box
7

f.11
f.12

Incoming correspondence and miscellaneous
Bedouin Press

VII. Miller, Steve
f.13
f.14
f.15
f.16
f.17-20
f.21
f.22
f.23

Address book
Appointment book, 1981
Calendar, 1983
Correspondence
Correspondence -- Miller family
Correspondence -- Prosser, Steve
Photographs and miscellaneous
Writings

f.1

Restricted items

Map Case:

Oversize Folder
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